
Along with hundreds of other adjuncts, at the end of June, I received a three line form email from 

the college HR director informing me that I would not be reappointed for the fall semester.  

There are a few things that I want to get off my chest in regard to that. 

 

My years as an adjunct started in the spring semester of 1972.  Yes, that’s correct. Forty-eight 

ago I became a “temporary” employee.   Since that time I was offered courses each semester by 

each of the department’s four different chairpersons, until now.  

 

As an untermensch in the CUNY system I received not a PERSONAL word in regard to my 

impending departure from the college.  Nothing!  Not from the department chair and not from 

the director of HR, in spite of both of them knowing me for decades. I’m not surprised.  Over 

twenty years ago I took a semester off to help a dying parent who lived out of state.  When I 

returned to the college, after my father’s death, I was rewarded by the college for being a caring 

son with a reduction in rank from Adjunct Assistant Professor to Adjunct Lecturer.  The 

administrators, at least at this college, are far too busy with important matters to waste any of 

their precious time or effort on being decent human beings. 

 

Now, don’t misunderstand, I’m a very fortunate man.  Unlike many of my fellow “contingent”, 

employees I don’t NEED the adjunct position at the college. Neither the pay nor the benefits. My 

wife and I are both retired NYC teachers, I have business interests and I’m an adjunct faculty 

member at another college, in a different public system, where interestingly and unlike CUNY 

not a single adjunct has been displaced for the fall semester due to COVI-19.  I teach because I 

truly love teaching and interaction with my students.  From their feedback and my long 

untenured retention, at both colleges, I guess I must be fairly good at what I do/did. 

 

Sadly, there are no good people in this story.  CUNY’s administration is an utter disgrace in their 

mishandling of this mess.  They were totally unprepared in regard to how to handle the disaster 

of COVID-19 and I found that their greatest concern seemed to be how adjuncts like me were 

going to meet their office hour requirements once we went over to on-line teaching.  Among 

other things I teach management courses at the other college.  I would be happy if CUNY’s 

administrators signed up for my course.  They might actually learn about contingency planning 

and how to do their jobs as responsible, fair minded, managers. 

 

The PSC, also totally unprepared for this mess, has some responsibility for the departure of long 

service adjuncts like me.  There really isn’t a legitimate retention system, based upon seniority, 

for adjuncts in CUNY.  The three year/one year retention agreements are a bad joke for most 

adjuncts.  In the current situation the three year contract people have been given retention 

priority when many of them have taught for fewer years, and fewer total courses, than those like 

me, who have been “shown the door.”  Its past time when PSC leadership got their act together 

and moved for a legitimate seniority based retention system for adjuncts.  There are many 

colleges that have such a system, including the other school at which I teach. 

 

What I miss are the many students that I taught at the college, including several who now teach 

and work.  Hopefully they will all remain in their positions. 

 

There, now I feel better!! 
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